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Foreword

Foreword
The problem of extracting knowledge, actionable information, and understanding from
large and complex data sets is one of the fundamental intellectual and scientific
problems of our time. Many different methodologies are being brought to bear on it, but
it is clear that the problem is far from being definitively solved. There are many
questions around “how to” compute with large data sets, but there are also fundamental
questions concerning “what to” compute. At a very high level, the term Machine
Intelligence denotes a set of methodologies for addressing both these needs. One such
methodology is topological data analysis (TDA), which is seeing striking applications
within many domains, including healthcare, life sciences, and financial services.
TDA was initially developed under the auspices of a Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) grant, which provided resources for a multi-university initiative during
the period 2005-2010. A great deal of very interesting research came out of the project.
In particular, the Stanford “node” in the project developed methods for creating network
models for arbitrary data sets. This idea has turned out to be extremely powerful, and
indeed creates a new method of modeling data, orthogonal and complementary to
standard algebraic modeling of data. The potential of the idea became clear to Gunnar
Carlsson, Gurjeet Singh, and Harlan Sexton, members of the Stanford node, and they
formed the startup company Ayasdi Inc. to bring these methods to bear on the important
problems facing society and the economy.
Applications of Machine Learning and TDA are maturing just in time to meet the needs
of healthcare and life sciences. Over the past ten years great strides have been made by
physicians and hospitals to adopt electronic health records (EHRs). Now health systems
across the U.S. are creating large data warehouses and data lakes to store these data on
millions of patients and hundreds of millions of transactions per year. After 25 years of
great promise, the ability to test patients for genetic information is now nearing
widespread application. Patients are increasingly able to monitor their own health at a
very granular level with the use of smart phones and wearable monitoring devices. The
challenge is to store, integrate, analyze and communicate meaningful insight from the
enormous quantity of information now available. We predict that Machine Intelligence
will become a necessary part of the information infrastructure for most every healthcare
system in coming years. Standard analysis will include routine evaluation of thousands
of real world surgical cases to understand and rapidly adopt best practices. Machine
Learning will enable early identification of patients developing sepsis with predictive
algorithms tailored to an individual hospital’s microbiological flora, antibiotic resistance
v
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patterns and the patient population served in that community. In the new information
world, every hospital and medical group will become a part of a “learning healthcare
system” as envisioned by the Institute of Medicine.
The availability of Machine Learning tools is already transforming clinical research.
Leading health systems are now collaborating in large scale precision medicine
enterprises which share data across millions of patient lives. This is accelerating the
discovery of specific genes responsible for diseases such as cancer and diabetes.
Advanced analytics will help map results from whole genome testing with phenotype
characteristics found in patient histories and clinical EHR data. The same is being done
for the discovery of new protein and small molecule biomarkers such as patient
microbiome and immune system data. New opportunities exist for analysis of large data
sets now available from advanced imaging such as CT scanning and functional MRI,
particularly in the field of chronic neurological disease. There is no doubt that Machine
Learning software will help enable researchers involved in the recently announced
“moonshot to cure cancer”.
As the promise of medicine has never been more exciting, the reality of providing
healthcare services for a growing and aging population is challenging governments
around the world. In the U.S., we have embarked on new healthcare financing methods
to foster “value based care.” Traditionally, provider organizations of doctors and
hospitals have been at odds with health insurance companies, but now there is a new
mandate for collaboration and cooperation to achieve the best possible patient
outcomes at the lowest possible cost. Machine Learning and TDA are now being used to
analyze the needs of populations of patients, improve insurance plan design and identify
individual patients at highest risk of medical problems. There is great potential for real
efficiencies, improved patient outcomes and patient experience through predictive
analytics and the reorganization of resources through payer-provider collaboration.
Machine Intelligence software was created to help solve these difficult problems. Its
methods are very general, and so in addition to addressing the problems in healthcare,
they can also solve problems in financial services, energy, security, and all domains in
which the interpretation and utilization of complex data is of central importance. This
book gives an introduction to the principles and methodology of Machine Intelligence,
as well as to many of the use cases to which it has been applied. We hope that it will be
a guide for software users and for dreamers of what is possible. We look forward to work
with collaborators to bring the real potential of information to improve the lives of
patients and communities across the globe.
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Introduction to Machine Intelligence
In the beginning…
Since prehistoric times, humankind has been devoted to the pursuit of minimizing the
need for physical effort in all the tasks and processes required for survival and for
improving human existence. Initially, progress was made in augmenting and amplifying
human effort, through simple devices such as the wheel and the lever. Over time, the
devices became more complex and were able to address increasingly complex tasks and
replace more and more human effort. Devices such as the steam engine and the
automobile greatly increased productivity and allowed for possibilities that previously
could not even have been contemplated. Huge advances in this direction were made
during and after the Industrial Revolution, which not only developed devices but also
found how to use them at scale, to obtain the full benefit for society.
With the advent of modern computing, an effort has been underway to similarly replace
and augment human cognitive and analytic effort, when desirable. It might not always
be desirable – the task of balancing a check book is clearly one that should be replaced,
while it is not so clear that one should automate the task of reviewing a movie. The effort
has been labeled Artificial Intelligence (AI). In its most ambitious form, it attempts to
create machine models for all aspects of human intelligence. Defined in this way, we are
not very far along the path of realizing this vision, since there are many aspects of
human intelligence and emotions that we simply don’t understand very well. However,
there is a less ambitious goal toward which we have made enormous progress, which we
will call narrow AI. Narrow AI focuses on the modeling of simple, well defined cognitive
tasks, such as balancing a check book or guiding a caller through options for billing,
rather than the grander vision of more general AI. The development of solutions to
narrow AI problems usually proceeds by (1) careful analysis of a human process,
followed by (2) the subsequent building of software models to accurately mimic what a
human performing the task would do.
Where it’s leading…
To begin to realize the vision of broader AI, one must add additional components to the
process. We will sketch a framework that can accomplish the full range of tasks needed
for the construction of applications. Applications will be constructed using four layers.
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Analysis
Prediction/Classification
Action
Justification

The analysis layer is the analytic component, which can be addressed directly by various
methodologies. The prediction/classification layer ingests new data points and
determines where they fit within models constructed in the analysis layer, and
determines likely consequences from that placement. The action layer takes as input the
output of the preceding two layers and performs actions based on it. Finally, the
justification layer takes the results of the preceding three layers and in some form or
another describes them. The output of the justification layer can then be used as a
rationale for performing new calculations, as a monitoring tool for processes, or simply
as an explanation for what has taken place to give a user confidence in the outcomes.
Here are three situations that can serve as exemplars for this notion.
1. Automated Classifier Generation: The input to his type of application is data
concerning a population of some kind (customers, patients, movie goers, users
of Facebook, etc.), and has four objectives. The first is to create a taxonomy or
segmentation of an existing population about which one has data. The second is
to devise a scheme by which one can accept data about a new member of the
population and determine where it fits in the taxonomy, i.e. to what segment one
believes it belongs. The third is to actually place the new member within the
taxonomy, and the final task is to report the segments that have been
constructed, together with an explanation of each of the segments in terms of the
features of the data being used. Within this volume, we provide numerous case
studies, several of which are examples of this task. These include cases on breast
cancer genetic marker analysis (Chapter 1), the use of cell phone data to study
Parkinson’s disease (Chapter 8) and the subtyping of Type 2 Diabetes and asthma
(Chapter 9).
2. Emergent Phenomena Detector: This type of application supposes that we have
a data source that is producing data over time, and should report about what the
most recent “trends” in the data are. Things that might trend are developing
topics on Twitter or other social networks, or they could be newly emergent
forms of disease. In Chapter 10 we have included three cases studies relating to
the detection of payment denials, Medicare overpayments and fraud, waste and
abuse of health insurance claims which nicely exemplify this concept. The
analysis layer should in this case be an explicitly time dependent form of
xxii
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segmentation. The prediction/classification layer should in this case be a time
varying classifier which assigns new data points to one of the existing groups if
appropriate, and reports that it is not possible if not. The action layer then either
places the point in one of the existing groups, creates a new group and assigns
the point to it, or ignores the point as not being meaningfully attached to an
existing group and not part of any “trend”. The reporting layer would be a
dynamic form of the reporting layer in (1) above, in which groups would be
reported, with characterizations or explanations. Additionally, one might like to
report on the appearance of new groups, vanishing of earlier groups, splitting of
existing groups, and merging of existing groups.
3. Process Monitoring and Intervention: This kind of application would collect data
from a complex process, automate the analysis and take steps to stabilize or
improve the process. Examples could include an industrial process or perhaps
from the power grid which needs protection from “going off the rails”. In Chapter
7 we have provided case studies from hospital systems using Machine
Intelligence to improve high volume surgical cases, total knee replacement and
colon surgery. The analysis would include both knowledge about what states are
to be regarded as anomalous or “off the rails”, as well as identification of novel
improvements. In the surgical example, we seek to find characteristics which
make the surgery better. The prediction/classification layer observes a new state
and determines if it is anomalous. The action layer then takes the corrective
action that was learned by the analysis layer. The reporting layer informs the
user of the anomalies found, as well as what corrective actions were taken in
order return to a normal state. It should also give a characterization of the
anomaly, in terms of variables that characterize it.
We refer to this view of the transition from narrow AI to broader AI as Machine
Intelligence. In this volume, we will describe a new methodology that can be used to
address all four layers in the process. To explain this contribution, we will need to
discuss and important set of ideas related to AI, called Machine Learning.
Machine Learning (ML) has been in existence since roughly 1980. It provides tools for
the analysis layer described above. In some cases, the analysis portion can be performed
entirely manually and without reference to any data concerning the process to be
modeled. However, it is increasingly the case that this portion of the solution requires a
great deal of analysis of observed data concerning the process and the goals of the
process. ML supplies a set of data analytic tools, and often a solution for the
xxiii
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prediction/classification layer. The methods of ML are very mathematically
sophisticated, and often work remarkably well. They are discussed in more detail in
Chapter 5.
The new approach that we introduce in this volume is called Topological Data Analysis
(TDA). It adds to the capabilities of ML both in accuracy and efficiency. It is motivated
by observations concerning human intelligence, and adds them to the ML capabilities.
To understand the importance of the new methodology, we discuss some concrete ways
in which ML can be improved.
•

ML proceeds via sophisticated mathematical techniques, whose output is usually
not readily interpretable by humans, especially humans who do not have
advanced training in mathematical technique. For example, the output of linear
regression analysis on high-dimensional data is typically a very long vector of
coefficients, the entries of which are not readily interpretable. The same remarks
apply to other techniques in the ML toolkit, such as Principal Component Analysis
and Multidimensional Scaling. Although such methods can be used to create
accurate predictors and classifiers, the fact that they are not interpretable means
that there are many domains in which they do not give the most useful results.
For example, in the creation of risk models for stress testing of banks, such
complicated models are often not regarded as convincing. The reason is that
although they give good predictions on existing data, they do not give confidence
because one cannot understand what they are using and what they are ignoring.
This is important, because one does not believe that the existing data is always a
perfect or very good predictor of the future, and wants insight into how it is
operating so as to be able to assess whether one believes the results. In this case,
it is more desirable to have outputs that augment human intelligence, and allow
a human to reason about the outputs.

•

Because of the algebraic nature of many of its algorithms, and the fact that it is
designed to produce simple binary or numerical outputs, ML will often focus
exclusively on the strong “signals” in a data set, and ignore weak signals.
Sometimes this is desirable, but often one wants to understand both strong and
weak signals. The weak signals might, for instance, represent emergent
phenomena, namely phenomena the scale of which is currently small, but may
be growing. Understanding such phenomena is of critical importance in many
situations, for example in risk forecasting.

•

ML techniques work extremely well when the tasks at hand, such as prediction
and classification, permit simple and readily understood solutions. For example,
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in problems that arise in physics, they are typically very effective because the
answer is in the end represented well by a simple algebraic mathematical model.
Many real world problems, though, do not admit such simple solutions. For
example, the analysis of fraud of various types or cyber security problems
typically produce complex answers, where there are many different types each of
which has its own distinct explanation. Here again, the problem is the nature of
the output, which is often too simplistic to represent the complex phenomena and
the reasons behind them.
•

There are unsupervised techniques within ML, in the form of clustering
techniques that produce a partitioning of a data set into disjoint groups that often
have conceptual meaning. They are typically based on a similarity measure on
the collection of data points, and operate in an automatic fashion on the similarity
measure to produce the partitioning. There are many such techniques and it is
often problematic to decide which one to use. A way to resolve this problem is to
produce a model in which one can quickly understand the results of the various
methods, and in which one directly defines partitions or segmentations of various
types by inspection of the model.

•

In designing narrow AI applications based on data analysis, it is desirable to have
as much ability to reason about the data as possible. One can sometimes achieve
this by clever and highly iterative ML analysis of data sets, but a more flexible
model that still retains information about the similarity measure would be very
desirable. It will speed up the process in that it may not require iteration or will
lessen the number of necessary iterations. It will also permit the kind of
reasoning about the problem that is more difficult to achieve with standard ML
techniques alone.

The key feature of TDA is the nature of the model or output that it produces. Rather than
producing a model whose output is a collection of algebraic equations, it produces a
topological network, a collection of nodes and edges between pairs of nodes that
represents effectively a similarity measure present in the data. The model may be laid
out on the screen and operated on in ways similar to those used in image editing
software, or they can be used directly from a command line to extract useful
information. The network model also possesses a rich functionality, including the
capability of coloring by quantities of interest, selecting subgroups, and finding
“explanatory variables” for groups that have been selected. It is this functionality that
allows one to reason about the data, and to build transparent models in which one
understands how the model operates. The TDA methodology makes the work of data
xxv
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analysis quicker, easier, and more intuitive. In some cases, one can even regard the
analysis as automated. Provided is a detailed description of this method in Chapter 4.
Why it’s important…
The general idea of Machine Intelligence is to produce models of data that (a) are more
flexible than standard ML methodology, permitting more accurate modeling of complex
data and (b) have additional functionality permitting reasoning about the data and
providing interpretability and transparency in the data analysis process. It is therefore
an important step toward “broadening” AI, and therefore toward automating cognitive
tasks that are either difficult, tedious, or impossible for humans to perform.
In summary, we have identified some of the requirements for enabling the transition
from narrow AI towards broader AI, as well as a technology that can begin to fill some
of those requirements. The rest of this volume will move from the general to the specific,
while emphasizing the general problem of large and complex data sets. We explain the
role of TDA as an enabling technology for the transition from narrow AI to broader AI,
and the wide variety of applications of Machine Intelligence in healthcare.
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Chapter 1: Machine Intelligence and Shape
“I paint with shapes.”
-Alexander Calder

1.1 Chapter Preview
•
•
•
•
•
•

As data accumulation grows explosively, the importance of topology and
topological data analysis in managing and interpreting datasets is discussed.
Defining topology as the study of shape; a study of qualitative rather than
quantitative properties of shape.
A brief history of topology; the movement of Mathematics toward the study of
more complex qualitative problem.
A brief discussion of topology and classification.
A brief discussion of the practical application of topology to real world problems.
Case Studies:
o Case Study 1: World Values Survey.
o Case Study 2: Analysis of Twitter and the 2013 Presidential Inauguration

1.2 Introduction
In this chapter, a high-level introduction to the concepts of topology is presented,
illustrating why these are powerful tools for the analysis of large and complex data sets.
The notion of shape is a very fundamental one in the study of human perception. Shape
recognition and analysis is a fundamental part of human intelligence and cognition, and
attempts to mimic these tasks are a fundamental part of Machine Intelligence. Shapes
exhibit many complex phenomena and intricate features. Consider, for example, a ring,
the surface of a baseball, a cross, and a doughnut. These are all distinguished very
effectively and rapidly by humans, and we are also able to characterize the differences
between them more or less immediately. Topology is the branch of mathematics that
studies shapes, and attempts to perform automatically the tasks of distinguishing shapes
and characterization of the differentiating features. The rapidity with which humans
analyze and recognize shapes is something one would want to mimic in other cognitive
tasks. For example, the study of large data sets is a very important task which can be
extremely time consuming. Data sets exhibit a great deal of complexity, and the
observations above suggest the possibility that one can encode large and complex data
sets by shapes to obtain models in which one can rapidly obtain understanding of them.
This premise is the starting point of Topological Data Analysis (TDA), the adaptation of
1
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the methods of topology to the study of complex data. It should be viewed as an
important part of Machine Intelligence, since it adapts a capability of human
intelligence to solve problems different from those normally addressed by that
capability.
Consider the magnitude of the problem of data analysis. Google receives more than 4
million search queries every minute.1 Humans are generating over 2.5 exabytes
(quintillion bytes) of data every single day.2 Ninety percent of the world’s data has been
created in the last two years alone.3 By 2020, humankind’s collective data will reach 40
zettabytes (trillion gigabytes), 57 times more than all the grains of beach sand.4 We are
drowning in a sea of data; data that can’t be analyzed is opportunity wasted.

Table 1.1: Five Longest Novels Ever Written5

The brain can process an image consisting of many megabytes in a mere 13ms6. By way
of comparison, the world champion speed reader reads text at 4700 words (~30kB) per
minute7. This observation suggests that visual approaches, when available, are much
more efficient in transmitting information. Given the rate of data growth, visual
methods are imperative if we are going to stay ahead of the data we are storing.
Michelangelo once noted about sculpture, “every block of stone has a statue inside it and
it is the task of the sculptor to discover it.” Within every dataset is the potential to cure
disease, find undiscovered efficiencies and provide a solution to any problem the human
mind can conceive. Topology and Topological Data Analysis are powerful mathematical
tools that will aid in the analysis of large and complex data sets.
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1.3 Topology Defined: Qualitative vs. Quantitative
In mathematics, topology is defined as the study of shape. Topology concerns itself with
the properties of shapes that are qualitative, rather than quantitative. To understand the
significance of this distinction, consider the problem of distinguishing the letter “A”
from the letter “B”. Assume that all the letters to be distinguish are in the same font, i.e.
that all A’s and B’s are identical to all other A’s and B’s respectively, then one could
develop a method for recognition by simply overlaying each candidate letter with a letter
template, and checking for a perfect match. This approach is called a quantitative
approach, since it does not deal with qualitative properties of the shape but rather the
quantitative measurement of the positions of individual pixels.
Unfortunately, usually all versions of the same letter are not typically identical. Often
hand printed letters, letters in varying fonts and sizes, letters seen at an angle, or letters
drawn on a round surface such as a soccer ball must be recognized. Humans are very
good at pattern recognition, because we are able to quickly and robustly recognize
qualitative properties of the letters that don’t depend on the font or the angle at which
the letter is being viewed. In the case of letters, one can distinguish the letters A and B
by recognizing that the letter A has a loop and two “legs”, while the letter B has two loops.
These properties are qualitative properties. The alphabet was doubtless designed to take
advantage of the ability to recognize qualitative properties of symbols to perform
recognition tasks such as this.
To look at this from the more complex stand point of data analysis, in order to
quantitatively analyze high-dimensional data, it requires a data scientist and researcher
with intimate knowledge of the data to hypothesize what the data means, so that a model
can be created, where the data can be fitted to the model. On the other hand, topological
analysis creates groups of data and forms them into shapes, which allows researchers to
qualitatively visualize commonalties and formulate questions not even conceived of
prior to analysis.

1.3.1 Brief History of Topology in Mathematics: “Where’s that
Confounded Bridge?”8
Table 1.2, below summarizes and abbreviates a very rich history of topology and the
newer subdiscipline of applied topology. What’s important to note, prior to the
conception of topology and the study of shape, mathematics was generally considered
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the science of quantitative measurement, and did not address more qualitative
properties that are difficult to define.9 10

Table 1.2: Brief Histories of Topological and Topological Data Analysis
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1.3.2 Euler’s Brilliance11
What Leonhard Euler is officially credited with is being the father of Topology and Graph
theory. What he is unofficially (mythologically?) credited with is motivating the building
of an 8th bridge over Pregel River in 1875.
Prior to 1736, when Leonhard Euler published, “The Solution of a Problem Relating to
the Geometry of Position”1, a solution to, “the Königsberg bridge problem”, mathematics
did not possess methods for studying the flexible and qualitative properties of shapes.
Euler’s work was revolutionary in that he solved such a problem by a process of
abstraction to remove unnecessary detail.
In his paper, Euler took up the challenge posed concerning the seven bridges crossing
the river Pregel in Königsberg, Prussia. The following graph is Euler’s original
abstraction of the bridge problem.

Figure 1.1: Königsberg Bridges

The Königsberg bridge problem asks whether it is possible for a person to take a walking
tour crossing each bridge once and only once. Of course, swimming, boating, and
vaulting over the river was not allowed, restricting one’s access to the islands only by
way of a bridge.
Euler studied this problem by first observing that there is a great deal of irrelevant
information. For example, the length of the bridges, the path on the island, the size of
the islands, and the depth of the water have no relevance to the question being asked, so
it is useful to ignore these properties in order to focus one’s attention only on the
sequence of crossings of the bridges. Euler recognized that there is an abstraction, in the

1

English translation of the Latin title “Solutio problematis ad geometriam situs pertinentis”
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form of what is now called a “topological network” or “topological graph”, which permits
one to reason about the problem visually, enabling one to solve it.
Below, the figure on the left is a topological representation of the bridge problem and
the one on the right is a map of the configuration of the bridges. The reader is left to
judge which is the more efficient representation of the problem and which is the better
tool to solve the problem of the path dilemma.

Figure 1.2: TDA Representation and Konigsberg Bridge Image

Euler was slightly annoyed that the Mayor of Danzig, who brought the problem to Euler’s
attention, would waste his time with such a trivial problem. Perhaps for that reason,
Euler’s conclusions didn’t go much beyond concluding that it was impossible to walk the
route by only crossing each of the seven bridges only once, though he did create a
general rule for the relationship of land masses to bridges. The value of what Euler did
was the graphical nature of the method that yielded conclusions, not the conclusions
themselves; the path that brought him to the conclusion is what’s important.2
It turns out that problems of this kind are actually quite common within the real world.
Many attributes describing real world events are qualitative in nature, and one often
finds meaning in these events by representing them by shapes.

2 Pun Intended.
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1.4 Analysis of the Network
In the graph above (left), the islands have been replaced by nodes (A and D), as have the
river banks (B and C). Each of the bridges is replaced by an edge (connections a-g). The
nodes are all of equal size, since the size of the islands has no relevance, and the lengths
of the edges have nothing to do with the length of the bridges. Therefore, the graph can
be distorted in any way as long as the node and edge information remain intact. The
network is a qualitative representation of the original, more complicated situation.
Since only the connection path (edge) information is relevant, the positions of the nodes
within the graph may also be modified in any way without changing usefulness of the
graph itself. Only preserving the edges and the degree of each node is relevant, not
whether the edges are on the left or the right, curved or straight. The degree of a node is
the number of edges emanating from it.
Though Euler’s result was not practically useful, the result has been generalized for
networks exhibiting specific node and edge characteristics. Carl Hierholzer
posthumously published a proof of some of Euler’s results in 1873. The terms “Eulerian
path”, as the term for a solution of the bridge problem, and “Eulerian circuit”, to describe
the different problem of starting and ending in the same spot, were introduced,
extending Euler’s fundamental work.
Following Euler’s paper, the mathematical subdiscipline of topology, which is the study
of shape, grew at a moderate pace throughout the 18th and 19th centuries, and then much
more rapidly in the 20th. This growth was driven by numerous problems in calculus,
motivated by questions arising from theoretical physics. By the end of the 20th century,
the subject was clearly appreciated as one of the central subjects within pure
mathematics. However, with the exception of some work in theoretical physics, it had
not crossed the boundary from pure mathematics to a discipline that could be used in
applications.
Topology was viewed as “the purest of the pure”, and for many years there was open
skepticism that the subject in fact had applications. Around the year 2000, though, the
realization that topology should be applicable became current, and initiatives taken
within the U.S. scientific funding agencies helped make that a reality.
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1.4.1 Topology as a Theoretical Field
Topology is the study of shape, but it is the study of what might be called “generalized
shape”, in that it deals with mathematical objects that do not necessarily belong in the
world of two or three dimensional shapes, but instead belong in very high (or even
infinite) dimensions. For example, there are mathematical surfaces called n-spheres,
each of which is the analogue of the standard sphere in n+ 1 dimension. Of course, one
cannot actually visualize any of these higher dimensional surfaces, but they exist as
mathematical objects and thinking about them geometrically and topologically is very
fruitful mathematically.
A very important topic in topology is classification. Classification being defined in the
simplest terms as creating shape analogies to a set of standard surfaces, i.e. classifying
all possible higher dimensional surfaces, or classifying transformations between
members in known families of surfaces, such as the family of all ellipses, which are
topologically identical. These questions are of fundamental intellectual importance, but
it is difficult to find immediate applications to real world problems. One fully expects
that the kind of understanding obtained from this work will eventually be of value as the
problems confronted in applications become more complex, but there is clearly a
compelling interest in finding applications of topological methods in the here and now.

1.4.2 Applying Topology to Real World Problems: Topological Data
Analysis
There are now numerous applications of topological methods in science and
engineering. A very important one of these is in the study of large and complex data sets.
Even within this area there are several threads, but the most directly applicable of these
is what are called the mapping thread. This method at its core is an extension of Euler’s
idea described above in the bridge example, where one replaces a fairly complex domain
problem with a simplified network which aids reasoning about the problem.
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Consider the following example from pure mathematics.

Figure 1.3: Simple Geometric Object, Circle

The circle is one of the simplest of geometric objects, but it is defined by infinite amounts
of information, namely an infinite list of points and pairwise distances. On the other
hand, we can consider the hexagon below.

Figure 1.4: Simple Geometric Object, Hexagon

It has roughly the same shape as the circle. One could map each vertex of the hexagon
to a point on circle and each edge to an arc. A hexagon could be thought of as a circle but
in a different “font”. However, the amount of data required to represent a circle is
9
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infinite, namely the positions of an infinite set of points, yet a hexagon can be completely
described by a collection of 6 nodes and 6 edges, together with the information about
which node belongs to which edge. From a computational point of view, the information
content of a hexagon, our analogy to a circle, can fit into a couple of bytes. So, if one is
willing to sacrifice detail, one can represent the circle very compactly as a hexagon.
The hexagon is an example of a topological network or a topological graph. A topological
network consists of a collection of nodes or vertices and a collection of edges, each edge
connecting a pair of nodes. Topological networks will be very useful in topological data
analysis, as a model for describing data sets. The simplification of the circle into a
network can also be applied to data sets, where we are often happy to sacrifice a bit of
detail to understand the overall picture. Thus, topology can be used to make efficient
representations of data sets, which often clarify the structure of the data set and permit
higher level reasoning about the data set. In addition, the representation is quite flexible,
which permits additional accuracy for many problems relevant in data science. We will
discuss how this is carried out later, but for now we will give some examples.
In each case, a picture of the data itself will be pictured in the center, the outcome of
standard modeling techniques will be on the left, and the topological model network
will be on the right.

Figure 1.5: Linear Regression vs. Topological Modeling

Looking at this data, we see clearly that it appears to lie along a line. Linear Regression
will produce the line on the left, together with an equation describing the line. Of course,
as in any modeling mechanism, there is loss of information in that many different data
sets give rise to the same line. Nevertheless, in this case the algebraic model provides
many capabilities, including prediction of one variable given another.
On the right is the topological network model. It is a schematic version of a line,
described by a collection of nodes with edges connecting them. Each node represents a
10
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group of data points, grouped by some commonality, such as position on the graph. We
notice, though, that the TDA model does not contain information about the placement
or slope of the line. That information can be encoded by coloring each node of the
network with the average value of the x and y coordinates of the data points contained
in the node.

Figure 1.6: TDA Model Colored by X&Y Axis

The upper network is colored by the y-coordinate, and the lower one by the x-coordinate.
The process of coloring the network by various interesting quantities is an extremely
useful capability of the TDA method. Note that topological model does not contain
information about the placement of the points, only information about which points are
near which other points. This kind of information is very useful for the interrogation of
data sets.

Figure 1.7: Standard Regression vs. Topological Models
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Next, a data set that naturally breaks up into clusters is shown. There is a wide variety of
algorithms for clustering. They produce as output a collection of non-overlapping
groups of data points, so that every data point is in one of the groups. These groups can
be displayed in a spreadsheet table, as we see above on the left. On the right-hand side,
we see the TDA model, colored in this case by the y-coordinate. Notice that we see the
decomposition into three groups, but also some reflection of the shape of each of the
groups. The lower right hand cluster within the data is shown as a segment, namely the
lowest connected component of the network on the right. The TDA representation of the
data illustrates the clusters and the relationship between data and clusters, where the
cluster chart is nothing more than a compilation of the group members, leaving
interpretation to a skilled (expensive) eye. For a more detailed discussion, refer to the
paper, “Why Topological Data Analysis Works”12

Figure 1.8: Topological Models with Loops

Periodic or recurrent behavior in a data set is a property that often results in networks
such as the ones above. The data set has the shape of a kind of loop, although it is not
perfectly round, or evenly distributed. There is no standard methodology for dealing
with data having this shape, but the topological model on the right captures the “loopy”
behavior.
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Figure 1.9: TDA for Two Lines Crossing

The data set in the middle is roughly decomposed into two crossing lines. Again, no
standard methodology handles this kind of data well. For example, linear regression will
produce a line that looks like this.

Figure 1.10: Linear Regression Plot of Two Lines Crossing

The linear approximation does not capture the fact that there are two lines, and instead
only finds a kind of average between the lines. On the other hand, clustering will not
find this decomposition either, since the lines overlap. The topological network on the
right clearly identifies the decomposition and data shape.
In later chapters, it will be apparent that topological models have numerous capabilities
that allow one to extract knowledge from real world data. A huge benefit of TDA is that
13
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much of the algebra that is usually used to analyze data is replaced by point and click
operations of the network model on a computer screen.

1.4.3 Topology Meets Computer Science: Big Data Meets its Match
As part of pure mathematics for many years, most of topology has been carried out by
hand, which is not very efficient for large problems. In order to make topology useful in
the real world it’s important to automate calculations; seven bridges and two islands as
opposed to 50 terabytes of data per second. Although we might see a loopy data set such
as the one above, and by hand construct a network approximation as shown above, one
needs to find systematic methods to construct the networks automatically.
There are a number of aspects to topology that lend themselves to automation:
•

Scalability: The creation of topological models is highly parallelizable in very
simple ways, which allows one to deal effectively with very large data sets.
Fundamentally, the time issues involved in dealing with large data can be
effectively mitigated by supplying more computing resources.

•

Flexibility of analysis parameters: A well designed user interface allows
topological models to operate by constructing an abstract network of highdimensional datasets, laying it out on the screen for the user, and permitting the
user to operate on it with point and click gestures. This flexibility allows the user
to configure analyses, find local groups of interest, color by quantities of interest,
display explanatory variables for groups, and easily incorporates new
information into the analysis as initial results are returned.

•

Acts on the data not on hypothetical outcomes: The network construction
requires very primitive information concerning the data, namely a quantitative
measure of similarity of data points, rather than a more specialized model; often
these specialized models are based on hypothesis, skewing the analysis toward
what the user thinks they know. By acting on data, it permits the analysis of many
different data types, provided one can construct simple measures of similarity of
data points. This has been carried out with very good results in the analysis of
clinical variation. See the case studies below.

1.5 Application to Different Industries
Because of its flexibility and its power to handle complex data, as described above, TDA
is able to deal with data coming from all industries. The data is not required to be
numerical, and is not required to be well summarized by spread sheet tables. For this
14
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reason it is appropriate for data for the highly variable data types that arise in different
industries. For example:
•

Electronic medical records

•

Clinical care path time series

•

Free text as arises in reporting or sentiment analysis

•

Log files occurring in cybersecurity data

•

Survey data

This same flexibility permits TDA to merge and compare data of different types
associated to the same subjects, and ultimately to see what information about the
subjects are carried by the different data types.

The following case studies are real world examples of topological modeling illustrating
the concepts discussed in this chapter.
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1.6 Case Study 1: World Values Survey
1.6.1 Case Study Highlights
•

Data from the World Values Survey is analyzed to gain understanding of
responses to questions concerning a population’s values and beliefs.

•

Illustrates how multidimensional complex data can be represented in a 2dimensional graph.

•

Demonstrates how the highlighting of data characteristics through color, position
and shape.

1.6.2 Introduction
The World Values Survey is a research project conducted by a worldwide network of
social scientists, who survey people around the world concerning their values and
beliefs. The surveys consist of approximately 250 questions which are designed to assess
respondent’s values and beliefs, as well as other conditions, such as personal well being.
It began in 1981, and has been carried out in six “waves”, with a seventh one to begin in
2017. Data from this survey has been used in numerous publications, and gives many
interesting insights into how values vary across cultures. It is a very natural data set for
the application of Machine Intelligence.

1.6.3 Results
Within the data set are a number of questions that concern the respondent’s trust in
particular institutions. The question asks the respondent to indicate the degree of
confidence he/she has in an institution, on a scale from 1 to 4. The institutions include
the federal government, churches, labor unions, the press, and numerous others.
Selecting these questions produces a data set which populates a small spreadsheet, with
11 columns. Selecting the respondents from the United States gives approximately 2000
rows. A topological model of this data looks like this.
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Figure CS1.1: Example of Topological Model

One of the capabilities in the topological model is to interrogate it by selecting groups of
nodes using standard lassoing techniques. In this way, we can select groups in the four
“corners” of the model, North, South, East, and West. They turn out to be very different
from each other. For example, the group in the western corner has elevated trust in all
institutions. The group in the southern corner has elevated trust in the police, the armed
forces, and the churches, the eastern corner has elevated trust in only the churches, and
the northern group has generally low trust in all institutions. The topological modeling
methodology also permits coloring the model by other quantities. For example, there is
another question in the survey that asks for the respondent’s assessment of his/her
placement on left/right, liberal/conservative scale, on a scale of 1 to 10. One can also
color the topological model by this quantity, and the resulting coloring looks as follows.

Figure CS1.2: How Coloring Highlights a Topological Model –Example A
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Red coloring corresponds to positioning on the right side of the scale, blue to the left. In
this case, one sees that it roughly corresponds to movement from the upper left to the
lower right. One can also color by the aggregate value of trust in all institutions, and the
resulting coloring is displayed below. We describe those with high aggregate trust in
institutions as “establishment”, those with low trust as non-establishment.

Figure CS1.3: How Coloring Highlights a Topological Model – Example B

In this case, this quantity describes an upper right to lower left motion. We see that ones
left/right status is independent of one’s establishment/non-establishment status.
Another question asks to what extent a respondent has control over his/her life. Coloring
by the response to this question is shown below.

Figure CS1.4: How Coloring Highlights a Topological Model – Example C
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In this case, the movement appears to go from top to bottom, with the north corner
having relatively low control of their life, and the south corner having a good deal of
control.
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1.7 Case Study 2: Analysis of Twitter and the 2013 Presidential
Inauguration
1.7.1 Contributors:
Damir Herman, Alexis Johnson, Jesse Paquette

1.7.2 Case Study Highlights
•

Twitter feeds from the 2013 Presidential Inauguration are analyzed by topological
methods.

•

Demonstrates how TDA can be employed to segment complex data.

1.7.3 Introduction
A collection of 12,000 tweets including reference to the word “inauguration” were
collected, and analyzed using Machine Intelligence. Several interesting segments were
found.

1.7.4 Results
A collection of 12,000 tweets referencing the inauguration were collected. The most
frequently occurring 56,000 words occurring in the corpus were selected, and each tweet
was then assigned its vector of “word counts” for each of these words. The normalization
procedure known as tf-idf (term frequency-inverse document frequency) was applied to
account for the fact that occurrences of infrequently occurring words are more
significant than more frequently occurring words. With this vector representation,
standard metrics and lenses produced the topological model shown below.
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Figure CS2.1: Topological Model of Twitter Feeds

There are several interesting features. There is a group on the right labeled “apolitical
topics” that consist of discussions of non-political events going on around the
inauguration. The middle structure labeled “primary political discourse” contains
discussion of political matters surrounding the inauguration. There is, however, a
smaller group labeled “emergent trends”, that consists entirely of tweets concerning
Rand Paul’s filibuster, which was then in the very early stages of discussion. Soon after
the inauguration it became a much larger subject of discussion, and ultimately took
place in March of 2013. Finally, there is a group on the far left labeled foreign language
speakers. Although the tweets are in English, usage by foreign language speakers can be
significantly different from that of native speakers of English, and this is reflected in this
group. One can select this group, and perform analysis exclusively on it, to obtain a more
fine-grained analysis, which separates different language groups, and separates political
tweets from non-political ones for Spanish language speakers.
This case study demonstrates the ability to segment data into coherent groups, as well
as the capability of obtaining higher resolution analyses by selecting subsets.
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Chapter 2: What is Data? Complex Data vs. Big Data
“It is a capital mistake to theorize before one has data. Insensibly one begins to twist
facts to suit theories, instead of theories to suit facts.”
-Sherlock Holmes13

2.1 Chapter Preview
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discussion of the origins of large data sets with examples of rapid growth and the
need for automated analysis
Define the meaning of data and data sets
Define Big Data and analytics and how they are related to data science
Describe data science and the various aspects of its components
Define data complexity and how it relates to data analysis, with an introduction
to methods of dealing with some aspects of complexity.
Case Studies
o Case Study 3: Financial Services Anti-Money Laundering
o Case Study 4: Cybersecurity

2.2 Introduction
The terms used to describe data and the analysis of data are thrown around loosely by
marketers and journalist, leaving some words used to describe technical specifics in an
ambiguous state. Talking about “collecting data” and “analyzing data” seems to be in
vogue, but what do these terms actually mean and to what end? The following chapter
explores various practical aspects of data, Big Data (and big data), analytics and data
science.

2.3 Origin of Large Data Sets
Our capability to collect very large amounts of data has increased tremendously over the
last quarter century. The general population, whether knowingly or unwittingly,
appears to accept the collection of a great deal of data concerning their lives in databases
(FacebookTM, GoogleTM search, FitbitsTM, etc.). The end result is the creation of many very
large data sets in a wide variety of domains awaiting analysis to extract useful
knowledge.
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Here are some examples of large data sets.
•

The SETI program (Search for Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence) monitors
electromagnetic radiation for signs of transmissions from other planets. It is
constantly collecting data at very fine time intervals, with very high spatial
resolution, and very high frequency resolution. In 2008, it was collecting 100
terabytes per year. The most recent version of the project, which begins in 2016,
will be collecting petabytes of data per day.

•

In August of 2013, SalesforceTM was processing 1.3 billion transactions per day.
AmazonTM alone averaged 26.5 million transactions per day in 2012. In either case,
the data set of all these transactions is obviously of a great interest, and clearly an
opportunity awaiting new ways of mining it.

•

There are an estimated 1.2 billion visits to physician offices, hospital outpatient
clinics, and emergency rooms in the United States per year. By law, under the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, each such visit must be electronically
stored and generates electronic data about the clinical condition of the patient,
what interventions were performed, and billing, among other things.

•

The German Climate Computing Center in Hamburg maintains an archive of
more than 40 petabytes of climate data. This archive is expected to grow at a rate
of roughly 75 petabytes per year for the next five years.

•

Twitter’s collection of tweets can be viewed as a very rich data set, which can be
very informative about trends in society, as well as information about attitudes
and sentiment. There are around 6,000 tweets per second, and around 200 billion
tweets per year. One expects this rate to grow, but even if the rate remains
constant, the accumulated data will be growing at an enormous rate.

These are only some of the most obvious examples. It is clear that throughout society,
and within all areas of endeavor, data collection is growing and the problem of making
sense of it is a fundamental one.
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2.3.1 Definition of Data
Starting with a definition of data, according to Merriam-Webster14, data is
1. factual information (as measurements or statistics) used as a basis for
reasoning, discussion, or calculation
2. information output by a sensing device or organ that includes both useful
and irrelevant or redundant information and must be processed to be
meaningful
3. information in numerical form that can be digitally transmitted or
processed
For our purposes “raw data” and “data” are the same thing and refer to unanalyzed data.
Data in its raw form is inundated with noise, irrelevant information and misleading
patterns that need to be removed in order to apply the data set to useful purpose.
A data set is a collection of stored information. IBM initially coined the term to mean a
computer file. For the purpose of this book it assumes data sets are in electronic storage.
A data set could be data, the transitional results of analysis awaiting more analysis, or
the final results.

2.3.2 Definition of Big Data: There is a Difference Between Data and Big
Data and it’s Not Just Size.
The term, “Big Data” is not very well defined. It can refer to very large spreadsheets, but
also to data of many different types where there are many data points and/or many
features describing the data. For the purpose of this book, “Big Data” will mean any data
set for which the simplest modes of analysis fail either because of the scale or complexity
of the definition of the data.
Some say the term Big Data is a truncated form of Big Data Analytics, largely vendors of
data analytic tools. For our purposes, though the notion of Big Data is the characteristic
of the data set. The analysis of data is the province of data science which will be
discussed in the next section.
All data (Big or otherwise) has four characteristics15 16 17 volume, velocity, variety and
veracity. There is an additional notion, that of complexity, which is an informally
defined idea depending on the other four. Complexity of a data set comes in two forms,
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namely its structural complexity and its format complexity. The complexity of data sets
is discussed in more detail later in the chapter.

Table 2.1: Characteristics of Data

2.4 Defining Analytics and Data Science
2.4.1 Analytics
Analysis and analytics are old words, predating data science by many centuries. The first
known use of analytics is ~1590, as adjective forms of analysis.18 These words have
recently been co-opted by marketing departments as nouns and now are part of the data
vocabulary. Analytics as a noun describing a data product maybe first appeared in 2002,
with the joining of “Predictive” to “Analytics”, coined as means to differentiate a data
product from its competitors.19 In 2005, Google coined, “Google Analytics”, and others
have followed with Amazon Mobile Analytics, Energy Analytics, Products Analytics
Manager, etc. Since “analytics” is being widely linked with branded products, its
meaning, as with all marketing terms, is dependent on how the product marketing
department wishes to define it. Analytics has become a “mushy” word for descriptive
purposes, because the meaning is highly volatile.
For our purposes the word “analytics” is synonymous with the real-world functions
within data science of analyzing and modeling data, with the caveat, “exclusively by
computer analysis”. It’s not analytics if the analysis is performed by insight alone, “eying
it”. Since data science can be both practical and theoretical, analytics refers to practical
applications exclusively.
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2.4.2 Data Science is Analytics and Much More
When considering all areas of employment, data science is one of the fastest growing
fields. According to a McKinsey study, the demand for data scientists is increasing so
rapidly, there will be a 50-60% gap in the supply of data scientists versus demand by
2018.20 This makes perfect sense in that with the explosive growth of data, the need for
people to analyze it is also growing explosively.
The Harvard Business Review calls data science, “the sexiest job of the 21st century.”21
New York University defines data science as22

“…an evolutionary step in interdisciplinary fields like business analysis that incorporate
computer
science,
modeling,
statistics,
analytics,
and
mathematics.
At its core, data science involves using automated methods to analyze massive amounts
of data and to extract knowledge from them. With such automated methods turning up
everywhere from genomics to high-energy physics, data science is helping to create new
branches of science, and influencing areas of social science and the humanities. The
trend is expected to accelerate in the coming years as data from mobile sensors,
sophisticated instruments, the web, and more, grows. In academic research, we will see
an increasingly large number of traditional disciplines spawning new sub-disciplines
with the adjective "computational" or “quantitative” in front of them. In industry, we will
see data science transforming everything from healthcare to media.”
The need for data science described in more poetic terms:
•

Data science is the Dutch boy with his finger in the dyke of data.

•

We are generating so much data we better figure out ways to automate our way
out of the hole we are digging for ourselves.

•

We are so data rich, yet so insight poor.

Data science has its theoretical aspects to it, as does physics and mathematics, but for
this book on Machine Intelligence, we’ll restrict our definition of data science to the
practical application to solve real world problems.
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The categories of tasks performed in data science are the cleaning, analyzing, modeling
and building useful tools from data. These categories are described in the table below.

Table 2.2: Practical Data Science Tasks

2.5 Components of Data Complexity: Size Doesn’t
Matter…much
Although we have made a compelling case that the amount of data available for analysis
is growing at an accelerating rate, the difficulties in gaining actionable understanding
from that data are not all, or even mostly, about the size of the data. Size is only one
smaller aspects of data complexity and seems to be the smallest factor of difficulty,
among other data characteristics, such as member structure and format, even ranking
below data variety, veracity and velocity.
As introduced above, complexity is a superset characteristic of a data set. How one gets
from a data set to actionable understanding is though data science. How and what aspect
of data science is employed to any aspect of the data set is determined by the complexity
of the data set.
An often-overlooked characteristic of data set complexity relates to degree of difficulty
to develop strategies for analyzing the data. Potentially, due to a lack of tools or insight,
a “non-prognostic” data set is data whose predictive power will remain a mystery.
Further, even if one can develop strategies for the analysis of portions of a difficult data
set, a “piecewise prognostic” data set may provide results that are ambiguous or
inconclusive, which is uninformative. Though one may view “difficulty of analysis” as a
failure of data science, it most certainly is a characteristic of the data and is a data type
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that is worthy to note, if for no other reason as a warning to the users of a model to step
carefully.

2.5.1 Data Complexity Defined
To determine whether a data set is of high or low complexity, we’ll first divide the notion
of data complexity into two categories:
•

Format Complexity

•

Structural Complexity

2.5.1.1 Format Complexity
Format complexity, also known as data type complexity, encompasses volume, velocity
and variety. Format complexity can be exhibited in a number of different forms.
•

A very large number of columns in a spreadsheet.

•

Time varying nature of a data set.

•

A large number of different types of columns in a spreadsheet.

•

Failure of the data to be adequately represented by a spreadsheet.

So, a spreadsheet with numerical entries of the same data type and with a moderate
number of columns would be considered a data set of low complexity. Complexity if of
course a relative description, so “high” and “low” complexity may mean different things
in different contexts. The most important and challenging high complexity data sets are
those for which the last type occurs, i.e. in which the data set is not naturally faithfully
represented in a spreadsheet.
To get an idea of the kinds of data that might be regarded as high complexity, here is a
list of some datasets exhibiting a complex data type.
•

Molecular structures are a quite complex data type. They can be described as lists
of positions of atoms and lists of bonds, but such a list cannot be analyzed
effectively with standard methods since positions for the same atom might be
different depending on the viewpoint of the imaging technology.

•

Imaging technology can produce databases of images. These images are often
stored as lists of pixels with gray scale values, but the desired information is not
usually very transparent from this representation. Analyzing and even searching
such databases is a very difficult task due to the complexity of the data.
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•

Databases consisting of visits to a webpage are a very complex data type. The
length of the visit is variable, as are the possible behaviors within the session.
Data sets of such sessions present substantial difficulties in analysis.

•

A data set of “shopping baskets”, i.e. collections of products available for sale in
a store, has a complex data type.

•

Any data set of documents of free text is a complex data type. We have mentioned
the Twitter set above, but even much smaller corpora of text are of interest.

2.5.1.2 Structural Complexity
The other component of data complexity is structural complexity. Structural complexity
refers to the nature of the mathematical interrelationships among the data points, i.e.
linear, logarithmic, spherical, time dependent, etc. Structural complexity encompasses
the veracity of the data set. Validity and volatility are other “Vs” used to describe
structural complexity, though for our purpose we’ve included these in the term veracity.
Sub-components of structural complexity also include data completeness and data
quality.
Even data sets that are small in size and that have a simple data type, low format
complexity, can exhibit structural complexity, making the data set complex.
The following are several examples that have the format of a spreadsheet with 2 columns
and <100 rows, that are considered “structurally complex”.
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Example 1:

Figure 2.1: Example of Structurally Complex Data

This is a data set from a gene expression study of rheumatoid arthritis23. Notice that it
does not have a simple form, such as a line, which describes it. Instead, it requires the
case by case analysis of the various regions.
Example 2:

Figure 2.2: Example of Structurally Complex Data
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This data set comes from a study of certain quantities produced in mathematical
experiments with cellular automata. The intricate structure does not lend itself to simple
geometric descriptions.
Example 3:

Figure 2.3: Example of Structurally Complex Data

This data set comes from a study of sugar consumption compared to body mass index.
The complexity of the picture comes from the fact that the study was done in different
countries, and that each country had incomplete information. Each of the arcs
corresponds to a different country.
2.5.1.3 Data Completeness
Data completeness specifically concerns itself with missing data and is a component of
veracity. Even highly structured data can be rendered complex if there is a great deal of
missing data. For example, a spreadsheet with many empty cells can be quite difficult to
deal with. This happens with many kinds of data, and it is very important to have
strategies to deal with it. The first thing to observe is that missing data occurs for
different reasons, and the reason may affect how one deals with it. One can divide the
different situations into four groups.
1. Missing completely at random (MCAR): The data is missing because of a
completely random process, unrelated to any systematic phenomenon. This
would for example be the case if one had a spreadsheet, and simply removed the
entries in cells, where the cells are chosen completely at random, regardless of
the nature of the data.
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2. Missing at random (MAR): The data is missing because of a random selection,
related to something systematic concerning the source of the data, but unrelated
to the specific variables in the data. For example, one might suspect that boys
might be more careless in filling out a survey than girls, and therefore that
although both genders would include some missing data it would be much more
heavily concentrated among the boys, even though gender might not appear as a
field in the data.
3. Missing not at random (MNAR): The missing data might be strongly correlated
with specific features of the data. One example, would be data consisting of
measurements of a collection of sensors, in which all the sensors but one always
produce a result, with the remaining one occasionally producing no response.
4. Censored data: This occurs when for one reason or another one is not able to
obtain a precise numerical value of a variable, but a description of a range in
which the value lies. For example, it might be specified as greater than some fixed
value, or less than a fixed value. This might occur in a study where one of the
variables is survival, and a subject leaves the study at some point.
There are a number of ways of dealing with missing data. We will describe some, but the
whole problem is a very fundamental one in the field of statistics and is the subject of
intensive study in the statistics community.
•

Drop data points: Given a data set with some missing data, one can remove all
data points for which any data is missing. When the data set is a spreadsheet, this
means dropping any rows with empty cells. This is a very natural approach, but
in situations where there is a great deal of missing data, one loses a great deal of
information this way. As mentioned in (2) and (3) above, this could be
problematic if the data missing correlates with features of the data points, or with
some underlying “populations” within the data which might themselves be
correlated with features, because in that situation one is skewing the analysis by
removing these points. One therefore tends to adopt this method when one
believes that one is in situation (1) above.

•

Drop columns: One might alternatively drop all columns that include some
missing data. Of course, this is only practical if there are only a small number of
columns that include missing data. One would also tend to adopt this approach if
one is convinced that the column to be dropped is not one of the driving features
in the data.

•

Imputation of numerical features: Imputation refers to a process that assigns a
value to the missing data based on properties of the other points and columns in
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the data set. It can be done when the data is structured as a spreadsheet, so that
the notions of rows and columns make sense. Also, it is done differently
depending on whether the values are numerical or categorical. For numerical
features, there are a number of straightforward approaches. The first would be to
replace each missing cell by the mean or median of all the values appearing in
the column containing it. A more sophisticated approach would replace the value
by the output of a regression procedure based on some or all of the other
variables. One would perform a least squares regression that treats some or all of
the other variables as independent variables, and the column containing the
missing data as an outcome variable.
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•

Imputation of categorical features: If one has a binary (0/1) feature, one can
modify the data so as to make the feature have a continuous value lying between
0 and 1. In some situations, one can also retain the binary property of the variable
by approximating it by logistic regression using continuous variables in the data
together with a 0/1 classifier. Another method is to use discriminant analysis for
the imputation. There are methods that permit using categorical variables as the
independent variables as well. This is very rich and complicated area of study.
For further information, please consult, “Regression with SPSS.”24

•

Creating a new value: In dealing with categorical variables, one can add a value
“missing” to the possible values of the variable, and simply assign each cell with
missing value this new value. A related method additionally creates a binary
variable attached to the given variable that takes the value 0 when the cell has a
value and the value 1 when the data is missing. In situations where there are many
missing values, this can be useful.

•

Survival analysis: This is an area of study that, among other things, concerns itself
with methods to deal with censored data. An excellent reference to this
complicated can be found in “Survival Analysis: Techniques for Censored and
Truncated Data”25.
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2.5.1.4 Data Quality
Another component of veracity and a related problem to completeness, concerns itself
with the detection of errors within the data, and the correction of such errors. There are
a number of ways to locate likely errors.
•

In a situation where rules apply, one can locate errors by searching for data
points where one or more rules are not satisfied. For example, if a company has
a maximum salary of $200,000, any salary entry which is reported to be higher
than $200,000 or less than $0.00 is obviously in error.

•

For numerical values, one can describe the distribution of all values taken by the
variable, and determine which values appear to be outliers. Such data elements
can then be checked to see if they in fact are in error.

•

In many situations, it is an important constraint that some fields have the
property that the values must be unique, i.e. that no two different data points
have the same value in that field. This would be the case for unique identifiers,
social security numbers, and serial numbers for various kinds of items.

•

When one has data sets consisting of text, there are often syntax errors which can
be detected, and for which it is clear what the error is, so that they can be
corrected.

•

Sometimes an entry given in a cell is not among the permitted values for the
column containing the cell.
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2.6 Case Study 3: Financial Services Anti-Money Laundering
(AML)26 27
2.6.1 Case Study Highlights:
•

How AML efforts are hampered by data incompatibilities, data obfuscation,
reliance on manual processes, and poor use of Machine Intelligence.

•

How Machine Intelligence techniques could be applied to the current manual
processes to increase efficiency of detection.

•

How microsegmentation techniques could be applied.

2.6.2 Introduction
Money Laundering is the illegal concealment of money by individuals or entities (Moneytransfer firms, foreign institutions, non-profits, etc.) using global financial systems to
blur the audit trail. Anti-Money Laundering (AML) is a mitigation process implemented
by large banking institutions to detect, prevent and report instances. Failure by financial
institutions to have adequate protection processes can result in massive regulatory fines
totaling in the billions of dollars.
The data relevant to money laundering cases are incredibly complex, consisting of many
different types of data:
•

KYC (customer) data

•

SWIFT (Wire-Transfer) Transaction time-series

•

SAR (Suspicious Activity Report) Filings

•

External Customer Data, Watch Lists

•

Analyst Notes (typically unstructured text)

By definition, “successful” money launderers are very good at hiding their tracks. Money
laundering takes place using three components:
•

Placement, which is the movement of cash from its source. It is characterized by
cash smuggling, blending funds with other legitimate funds or asset conversion.

•

Layering, which is the practice of converting cash into other financial assets then
selling those and buying different assets, to make the cash difficult to trace.

•

Integration, which is using the laundered money for legitimate purposes, such as
buying a business or purchase of an asset.
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Once laundered, it is very difficult for law enforcement officials to track and seize
funds. Assets may be sold to other customers or customer’s customers, forming pseudo
customers, to further obfuscate the transaction flow. Moreover, using shell corporations
and pseudonyms, employing data storage in multiple source systems and incompatible
data structures, the data tracks of laundered money are increasingly difficult to reconcile.

2.6.3 Results
Current AML processes typically have hand-coded money laundering rule patterns to
evaluate each transaction for each geographical or type of business. Subject matter
experts encode established patterns such as high repetitive number of small transactions,
money flows in and out of high-risk countries, etc. The process of setting these rules is
biased, time-intensive and fragmented across geographies. The transactions that have
been flagged are then sent to analysts to manually dispose of individual cases in a series
of escalation steps termed L1/L2/L3. Large analyst teams can lead to lack of uniformity
and potential for insider threat in review processes. In current AML processes, the
segments that emerge are typically static and coarse since they only consider a limited
set of factors. Moreover, they are done manually and separately for customer data and
transaction data and have trouble effectively capturing the complex feature interactions.
This has a massive effect downstream as the rules are applied on a set of coarsely defined
segments. This can make rules difficult to tune as too low of a threshold triggers too many
alerts (and people to review), too high of a threshold brings more regulatory scrutiny.
Machine Intelligence can make the AML process much more efficient. Microsegmentation is done upstream on the various input data streams, taking into account
complex transaction and entity relationships to relate similarities across customers and
transactions. Rules can be tuned to provide analysts with feedback on false positive and
false negatives rates. Finally, a consistent interface for escalating and disposing of
individual cases can be automated with the drivers surfaced clearly.
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2.7 Case Study 4: Cybersecurity28 29
Title: Cyber Attack Analyses Using Ayasdi

2.7.1 Contributors:
Dr. Frederick W. Kagan, PhD, Director, Critical Threats Project, American Enterprise
Institute & Institute of the Study of War
Tommy Stiansen, CTO, Norse Networks

2.7.2 Case Study Highlights
•
•

Machine Intelligence is used to find patterns within Cyber Attacks.
Using MI, similarity analysis is performed identifying clusters and nodes of suspect
source and destination IPs, ports, protocols and timing.

2.7.3 Introduction
In a study of a cyber attack on Sharif University’s Norse System, Machine Intelligence
tools are used to identify and segment details regarding the source, time and other
dimensions of the cyber attackers.

2.7.4 Results
Individual events are likely to appear in more than one cluster or node. This is because
there is a diversity of elements within the event that may be similar to certain events in
some ways and to other events in others. An event could be placed in a node with other
events that happened at around the same time, but it could also appear in a different
node with events using the same IP address or ports that occurred at different times.
The figures below are colored according to IP address, with each node taking on the
color assigned to the IP address to which most of the events in that node belong. The
graph reveals one large and complex group of nodes (group 2) dominated by IP
addresses tightly concentrated in three ranges (red, teal, and blue), with a few nodes in
other ranges or with intermingled IP addresses. It also shows a second dense group of
nodes (group 1) with many colors spread all through it, indicating that a number of
events with very different IP addresses are all linked by some other factor. The smaller
groups repeat this phenomenon with many fewer events.
Examination of the underlying data shows that all of the events in group 1 used the same
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source port: 53. The 249 events in this group are, in fact, part of a port scan conducted
by systems on several IP addresses trying to find vulnerabilities by trying many
destination ports to see if any are open. The larger and more complex pattern of group
2 includes 1,118 attacks from more than 126 IPs registered to Sharif University. The
nodes are colored by IP address, showing clearly that there were two major groups of
IPs (red and teal) and one smaller group (blue) of IPs involved in the attack.
Flares indicate sets of data that start with some commonality and then diverge — a series
of events might start at roughly the same time from similar IP addresses using the same
ports, but the ports on one set of IP addresses might increase over time while those of
another set decrease.
Loops indicate cyclical data. The same general collection of ports used repeatedly over
the course of many days or months, for example, could produce a loop. The shapes of
the red and teal groups indicate cyclic but irregular patterns in the data. Some element
of the events kept changing but with repetitions of some sort over time.
The common element binding these nodes appears to be that they all were directed
against port 445, regardless of their source, target, or date. Port 445 has long been a target
of malware and remains a potential vulnerability for poorly secured machines.

Figure CS4.1: Visualization of Sharif University Attacks on Norse System
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Figure CS4.2: IP Ranges from Sharif University Attacks

The Ayasdi tools have the ability to reshape the visualization by focusing on a particular
element of the data, which it calls a “data lensTM.” When applied, a data lens focused on
the source port of the events to produce a chart and colored it according to source port.
Group 2 from the original chart is here, broken into three subgroups of very similar color
patterns (yellow-green), showing that all of these IPs used a common selection of source
ports ranging from 1037 to 4987 (with a handful of outliers).
The clusters themselves are distinguished from one another by the IP address ranges of
the attacker. The visualizations clearly show multiple IP addresses from two different
address ranges all using virtually the same set of source ports to attack the identical
destination port. Closer examination of the data shows an additional pattern—in almost
every case, the attacking IP hit its target from the same port twice within two to three
seconds. In most cases, each IP conducted only one such paired attack. The attacks hit
sensors on 56 different IPs in Australia, Bulgaria, Germany, France, Britain,
Liechtenstein, Portugal, Russia, Thailand, Turkey, and the US.
The value of compromises using port 445 increases with the number of computers that
can be effectively spoofed. It makes sense, then, that the attacks emanating from Sharif
University hit so many different sensors. These attacks do not necessarily harm the
target machine but, rather, represent an early-stage effort to develop a compromised
cyber infrastructure from which to conduct future attacks of another variety. There is
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no way to know if the operation stopped because its controllers gave up on it, were
caught somehow that has not made its way into the news, or simply obtained enough
compromised systems to satisfy themselves. Considering the duration and breadth of
the attacks, it is improbable to the point of nullity that they were unable to compromise
any systems.

Figure CS4.3: IP Ranges from Sharif University, Colored by Source Port and Date

The application of visualization to large-scale cyber activity data offers the possibility of
visualizing botnets and other complicated distributed cyber-reconnaissance and attack
capabilities. The ability to color-wash by various fields facilitates the rapid identification
of commonalities among seemingly-disparate threat nodes and behaviors. The ability to
form geometrical patterns reflecting periodicity and inherent patterns within the data
help separate signal from the enormous amount of noise inherent in cyber-event data.
These capabilities together allow cyber-analysts to zoom in quickly on collections of IP
addresses and patterns of cyber-reconnaissance or attack that adversaries intentionally
seek to obfuscate. Further, analysis using visualization tools facilitates disaggregating
the behaviors of individual reconnaissance- or attack-nodes into sub-groupings that may
reflect the appearance or disappearance of individual actors or changes in underlying
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reconnaissance- or attack-algorithms. We anticipate that further work could begin to
match algorithmic reconnaissance- or attack-patterns used by various actors against
different targets to evaluate the spread of specific algorithms, as well as to surface
questions about the relationships among apparently separate attackers. The ability to
visualize patterns in large amounts of cyber-traffic data opens a new prospect in the field
of strategic cyber-defense analysis.
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